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Making Civil Liberties Matter in Local Immigration Enforcement

by Raquel Aldana

Every month, the United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Law Enforce-
ment Support Center (LESC) responds to over 60,000 queries from local law enforcement about
foreign nationals they encounter in the course of their daily duties.1 In fiscal year 2005 alone, LESC
responded to 676,502 such immigration queries,2 representing an exponential increase from
only 4,000 queries nearly a decade earlier.3 This trend coincides with the “force multiplier” that
has resulted from the involvement of local law enforcement in enforcing federal immigration laws,
particularly post 9/11.4 Thousands of local police, state troopers, correctional facilities staff, and
other law enforcement personnel assist ICE to detect, arrest, detain, and turn over foreign
nationals who are present in the United States in violation of civil or criminal immigration laws.
To do so, local law enforcement agencies either rely on express statutory authority or claim
inherent powers to enforce federal immigration laws. The claimed source of power to enforce
immigration laws is relevant to assess local law enforcement’s legality and scope of authority
to enforce federal immigration laws. In this paper, therefore, I first address the issue of source and
scope of local powers to enforce federal immigration laws, as this is also pertinent to the discussion
of civil liberties that belong to immigrants and citizens alike who encounter these practices.
Next, I explain the civil liberties concerns that arise from local law enforcement’s involvement
in immigration enforcement and offer recommendations for ensuring greater civil rights com-
pliance by law enforcement agencies if they choose to enforce immigration laws. Finally, I explain
immigrants’ rights during these police encounters.

I. The Source and Scope of Local Law Enforcement Agencies’ Power to Enforce
Federal Immigration Law
Congress cannot compel local law enforcement to enforce immigration laws, but it can and has

conferred express authority to permit federal local law enforcement officers to voluntarily
enforce certain provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). To date, Congress has
chosen to confer this power only with respect to a limited number of criminal provisions in the
INA (see subpart A below). In addition, in 1996, Congress authorized cooperation agreements
between federal immigration and state law enforcement agencies, which have in some cases
significantly expanded the scope of local immigration enforcement authority (see subpart C
below). The newness of these cooperation agreements and the limited resources for their imple-
mentation are the reasons whymost local law enforcement agencies still rely on claims of inher-
ent authority to make arrests for violations of most federal immigration laws. This claimed
inherent local law enforcement power to enforce federal immigration lawsminimally is plagued
with lack of clarity and, worse, its legality per se is still in question (see subpart B below).
In understanding this debate, therefore, it is important to understand the legality—and consequently

the implicated civil rights of immigrants in relation to local law enforcement—of immigration laws.
Finally, not all localities have heeded the call to enforce immigration laws for various policy reasons,
including limited resources and concerns over hurting local police community relationswith immi-
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grant communities. Some of these cities, thus, have opted instead to enact so-called “sanctuary
laws” to forbid all or certain types of local police collaborationwith ICE. Since 1996, however, fed-
eral law bans state laws that seek to forbid state employees from reporting immigration violations
to ICE (see subpart D below). The issue therefore becomes the need for local law enforcement to
resolve these seeming conflicts between state and federal law.

A.Congressional Delegation of Authority to Local Law Enforcement to Enforce Specific
Immigration Violations
Most provisions of the INA codifying immigration violations do not delineate which law

enforcement officers have the authority to enforce them. A few sections, however, expressly
assert that state and local officers have the authority to enforce them. These sections are:

� INA § 274: Arrest authority to enforce prohibitions against transporting and harboring cer-
tain aliens.5

� INA § 276: Authority to arrest and detain re-entry offenders; that is, previously deported immi-
grants with a felony conviction who are found present in the United States.6

� INA § 103(a)(8): Confers emergency powers on the Secretary of Homeland Security (DHS)
to authorize “any State or local law enforcement officer” to enforce federal immigration
laws in the event the Secretary certifies that “an actual or imminentmass influx of aliens arriv-
ing off the coast of the United States or near a land border” exists.7

� INA § 287(g): Authorizes immigration enforcement agreements between the Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and local law enforcement agencies (see subpart C below).

In addition to these provisions delegating specific immigration enforcement powers to local
law enforcement, Congress has provided some resources to defer costs and for information shar-
ing to facilitate cooperation between local and federal agencies. In 1994, Congress appropriated
funds for the creation of the LESC to serve as the point of contact between policewho apprehended
possible noncitizen felons and ICE.8 In 1996, Congress authorized the Attorney General (now the
Secretary of DHS) to make payments to the states for the detention of undocumented immi-
grants in nonfederal facilities.9 Then in 1998, Congress established Quick Response Teams
(QRTs), used by INS and then ICE to respond to immigration arrests made by state and local
police.10 Eventually, ICE discontinued QRTs, as such, and now offers states and localities enforce-
ment assistance through various programs.
The selective nature of congressional delegation of immigration enforcement powers strongly

suggests that Congress did not intend for local law enforcement to possess broader authority
than that expressly provided. If such broader authority exists, then the express delegation would
be superfluous.11 The issue of whether states possess inherent authority to enforce immigration
laws other than the authority expressly delegated by Congress is not settled, however. As the
next section explains, the lack of clarity in this area of the law has led states and localities to
reach contradictory conclusions on the issue.

B. Local Law Enforcement’s Inherent Authority to Enforce Immigration Law?
The question on inherent authority asks whether states have the power tomake arrests for vio-

lations to either criminal or civil federal immigration law or both without express congressional
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authorization. To date, there is fierce disagreement on the legal response.While some defend states’
inherent right to make both civil and criminal immigration arrests,12 others conclude that no
such state inherent power exists because the enforcement of immigration law is an exclusive
federal power thatmust be enforced uniformly by one sovereign in light of immigration laws’ impli-
cations on foreign policy.13 At a minimum, these scholars maintain that states can enforce federal
immigration laws only to the degree that express congressional delegation authorizes.14

In practice, the legal resolution regarding the scope and nature of inherent local immigra-
tion enforcement authority does not apply to every encounter between noncitizens and local
law enforcement. Much of local immigration enforcement occurs in the course of ordinary local
policing work; e.g., during traffic stops or in the course of community policing functions or other
criminal investigations. Thus, local law enforcement officers possess an independent state
ground, even if pretextual, for detaining or even arresting the immigrant. As such, local law
enforcement need not rely on any inherent immigration law enforcement authority to effectuate
the detention or arrest. Moreover, almost always courts will treat inquiries, including by local law
enforcement agents, into the detainees’ immigration status as consensual encounters. There-
fore, such inquiries do not constitute a separate immigration-related seizure, at least not under
the Fourth Amendment. (see Part II.) Thus, in cases in which the immigrant is detained or
arrested pursuant to independent state grounds, local law enforcement officers need not rely
on the inherent authority doctrine at all to collaborate with ICE. Pretextual challenges to these
types of encounters, moreover, are unlikely to succeed, at least under the Fourth Amendment (see
Part II.) There may be other challenges to these types of encounters, such as the legality of
including civil immigration violations in the NCIC databases, or racial profiling challenges under
federal civil rights statutes (see Part II).
Still, generally, the relevance of inherent authority to enforce immigration law violations

arises only when local law enforcement officers detain or arrest a person solely on the basis of an
immigration violation. Such would be the case, for example, when police encounter passengers
in a car during a routine traffic stop and detain or arrest the passengers, in addition to the driver,
for immigration violations unrelated to the traffic stop. In such cases, neither Congress nor the
courts, nor immigration federal agencies for that matter, have provided clear guidance to states
on the issue of inherent authority.15

Congress’s delegation of some immigration enforcement powers to states, without more, does
not put to rest whether states are able to act beyond those delegated powers. The Supreme
Court16 and several federal appellate courts, including the Second,17 Fifth,18 and Seventh Cir-
cuits,19 have long recognized that state law controls the validity of state law warrantless arrests
for federal crimes, even when Congress has not directly authorized it. In the immigration con-
text, however, only three federal circuit courts, the Ninth, the Tenth, and the Fifth, have weighed
on the specific question of whether local law enforcement possesses inherent authority to make
arrests for immigration offenses which have not been preempted by federal law.20 A circuit split
exists between the Ninth Circuit recognizing an inherent, nonpreempted local law enforcement
power to make such arrests, but restricting it to violations of federal criminal immigration laws21

and the Fifth22 and Tenth Circuits23 subsequently concluding similarly on the preemption issue,
butwithout drawing the same distinction between civil and criminal offenses. In addition, the Third
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Circuit has recently upheld the legality of a warrantless arrest executed by local law enforcement
for an immigration criminal violation without expressly addressing local law enforcement’s
authority to engage in that type of law enforcement in the first place.24

The uncertainty of states’ authority to make arrests for immigration violations has beenmade
worse by conflicting opinions issued by the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) on the issue. In 1996,
after the Ninth and Fifth, but before the Tenth Circuit, opinions, the OLC accepted the Ninth Cir-
cuit limits and concluded that state and local police may constitutionally detain or arrest persons
who have violated criminal provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), subject to
state law, but may not do so solely for civil violations.25 After the September 11 attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon, however, the OLC issued a new 2002 opinion retracting
its earlier position and concluding that state and local police possess inherent authority to make
arrests for both criminal and civil violations that would render that person removable.26 The
2002 OLC opinion remained unpublished until July 2005 when it was released after the Second
Circuit granted a FOIA request, 27 although allowing some redactions to the opinion.28

Given this lack of clarity in the law, it should not be surprising that state attorneys general con-
tinue to receive requests for advisory opinions on the nature and scope of states’ inherent pow-
ers to enforce immigration laws. Nor should the varied responses be a surprise. In 2007, for
example, the Virginia attorney general responded to an inquiry by two state legislators as follows:

It ismy opinion that Virginia law-enforcement officers have authority to detain and
arrest individuals who have committed violations of the laws of the United States
and other states, subject to federal and state limitations. It further is my opinion
that such authority extends to violations of federal criminal immigration law.
Finally, because the federal appellate courts are ambiguous regarding state’s
authority to arrest individuals for civil violations of federal immigration law, until
the law is clarified, it would not be advisable to enforce such violations outside
of the scope of an agreement with federal authorities.29

In addition, some attorneys general are turning to state statutes to decide the issue, given
that state law controls on the question of when it is legal for states to arrest for federal offenses.30

In 2007, for example, the attorney general of Ohio concluded that a county sheriff may arrest and
detain persons suspected of violating a criminal provision of federal immigration law but may not
do so if the violation is purely civil, given that state statutes define the general powers and duties
of a county sheriff as “preserving the peace,” a phrase that pertains only to criminal enforce-
ment.31 South Carolina’s attorney general went even further and concluded that since South
Carolina statutes only authorize state and local officers to enforce state criminal laws, no inher-
ent authority to enforce federal immigration law exists in the state.32 In an earlier opinion, in fact,
the South Carolina attorney general had concluded that “any authority to empower state and
local law enforcement officers to arrest and detain individuals for violation of the criminal pro-
visions of federal immigration law would have to be provided by enactment of the General
Assembly.”33

Another layer of complexity is the relationship between a state’s arrest warrant requirement
and the inherent authority of local law enforcement to enforce immigration laws. The issue is that
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since some state statutes authorize warrantless arrests for misdemeanors solely when the crime
is committed in the presence of the arresting officer, then warrantless arrests of noncitizens for
federal immigration violations, whether for civil or minor crimes, violate this law.34 When pre-
sented with the question, the New York attorney general, for example, concluded that the power
to make warrantless arrests for federal immigration crimes more likely would be upheld, but
subject to the requirements of state arrest requirements such that “offenses” would need to be
committed in the presence of the officer and no arrest authority would exists for purely civil
violations.35

Warrantless arrests that do not comply with state law requirements have been challenged in
motions to suppress in federal criminal cases when defendants have been arrested by local law
enforcement based solely on immigration violations. At least the Third Circuit, however, has
denied remedy, even after it recognized that a violation to the state law has occurred. That case
involved a member of the Marine Unit of the Virgin Islands Police Department (VIPD), who
arrested the defendants and turned them over to ICE to be tried for alien smuggling offenses.36

The Third Circuit affirmed the district court’s finding that the arrest was illegal under state law
because it was for a misdemeanor, which required the crime to be committed in the presence of
the officer to justify a warrantless arrest.37 Nevertheless, the Third Circuit reversed the initial grant
of amotion to suppress on the basis that “an arrest that is unlawful under state or local law is [not]
unreasonable per se under the Fourth Amendment.”38 As part of its rationale, the Third Circuit
noted that a different holding would lead to the anomaly that the same arrest would be legal so
long as local police conduct it jointly with ICE, given that ICE must not comply with the same
presence requirement under federal law.39 This type of potential watering down of state crimi-
nal procedural requirements as a result of local law enforcement of immigration laws is a civil rights
concern I highlight in Part II.

C. INA § 287(g) Agreements
The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) added

Section 287(g) to the INA. This provision authorizes the Secretary of DHS to enter into an
agreement, known as a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), with a state or local law enforce-
ment agency and to permit trained officers to perform immigration enforcement functions
under the supervision of ICE officers, at the expense of the state or political subdivision and to
the extent consistent with state and local law.40 As of June 2008, 55 local law enforcement
agencies, 765 officers in all, in 18 states have entered into such agreements, with approximately
80 more with pending requests.41 ICE credits the program with identifying more than 60,000
persons since January of 2006, mostly in jails, who are suspected of being in the country with-
out authorization.42

I have reviewed thirty-four of the fifty-five MOA agreements to date, which are available
online after the Yale Law School Clinic filed a FOIA request with ICE.43 ICE has entered into
these MOAs directly with police departments, departments for public safety or state patrol,
sheriff’s offices, jails or correctional facilities, or with the city, the county, or the state. TheseMOAs
reveal that Section 287(g) allows ICE to confer on local law enforcement nearly all of its enforce-
ment powers under the INA. There are essentially eight types of immigration law enforcement
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functions that have been delegated to local law enforcement through these MOAs:
1. The power and authority to interrogate any person believed to be an alien as to his right to
be or remain in the United States (INA § 287(a)(1) and 8 C.F.R. § 287.5(a)(1)) and to process
for immigration violations those individuals who are convicted of state and federal felony
offenses;

2. The power to arrest without warrant any alien entering or attempting to unlawfully enter
the United States, or any alien in the United States, if the officer has reason to believe that
the alien to be arrested is in the United States in violation of the law and is likely to escape
before warrant can be obtained. INA § 287(a)(2) and 8 C.F.R. 287.5(c)(1);

3. The power and authority to arrest without warrant for felonies which have been commit-
ted and which are cognizable under any law of the United States regulating the admission,
exclusion, expulsion, or removal of aliens, if there are reasons to believe that the person
so arrested has committed such felony and if there is likelihood of the person escaping
before a warrant can be obtained. INA § 287(a)(4) and 8 C.F.R. § 287.5(c)(2). Notification of
such arrest must be made to ICE within twenty-four (24) hours;

4. The power and authority to serve warrants of arrest for immigration violations pursuant to
8 C.F.R. § 287.5(e)(3);

5. The power and authority to administer oath and to take and consider evidence (INA §
287(b) and 8 C.F.R. § 287(a)(2)), to complete required criminal alien processing, including
fingerprinting, photographing, and interviewing of aliens, as well as the preparation of affi-
davits and the taking of sworn statements for ICE supervisory review;

6. The power and authority to prepare charging documents (INA Section 239, 8 C.F.R. § 239.1;
INA Section 238; 8 C.F.R. § 238.1; INA Section 241(a)(5), 8 C.F.R. § 241. INA Section 235
(b)(1), 8 C.F.R. § 235.3), including the preparation of a Notice to Appear (NTA), applica-
tion or other charging document, as appropriate, for the signature of an ICE officer for
aliens in categories established by ICE supervisors;

7. The power and authority to issue immigration detainers (8 C.F.R. § 287.7) and I-213 Record
of Deportable/Inadmissible Alien, for processing aliens in categories established by ICE super-
visors; and

8. The power and authority to detain and transport (8 C.F.R. § 287.5(c)(6)) arrested aliens to
ICE-approved detention facilities.44

TheMOAs greatly differ in terms of their nature and scope. The broadest of them take on all of
the eight powers/functions to allow trained local law enforcement officers to enforce both civil and
criminal immigration laws.45 Others also pertain to all types of immigration violations but may
exclude certain of the delegated powers, usually the power to serve immigration warrants or the
power to conduct warrantless arrests.46 OneMOA, that ofMecklenburg County, North Carolina,
stands out because while it deals with all immigration violations, it includes only five of the eight
powers (to interrogate; to administer oaths; to issue detainers; to prepare charging documents; and
to transport aliens).47 MostMOAs, however, restrict the cooperation agreement to assist ICEwith



criminal investigations in general; to certain types of criminal investigations, such as human traf-
ficking, gangs, drugs, to identity theft; to capture “criminal aliens;” or to address counterterrorism
and domestic security needs.48 Florida, which opted not to include the power to serve warrants,
is an exception to all otherMOAs that include all power/functions.49 There were also quite a few
agreements with detention facilities, most of which did not include arrest powers in theMOAs as
their purpose was to identity and process immigration violators already in detention.50

Thus, theMOA itself defines the scope and limitations of the authority to be designated to the
local law enforcement agency, as well as the number of local officers trained and authorized to
enforce federal immigration laws. SomeMOAs are quite broad and grant all available powers to
the local officers, while others are restricted to specific types of enforcement and adopt only
some or a few of the enforcement powers. No one is monitoring how these agreements are actu-
ally being implemented, however, which raises concern over potential enforcement of immi-
gration laws beyond those expressly spelled out in the agreement.51

Another issue is whether state law permits localities and/or local law enforcement agencies
to enter intoMOAs with ICE. Responses by the states attorneys general on the issue have varied
among the states. In Ohio, for example, the attorney general concluded that a county sheriff
lacked state statutory authority to enter into agreements with ICE for the enforcement of civil
provisions of federal immigration law.52 In contrast, Virginia’s attorney general concluded that cur-
rent Virginia law already authorized localities to enter into an agreementwith ICE under the terms
prescribed by INA § 287(g).53

The distinction between civil and criminal immigration enforcement continues to be rele-
vant not only to the question of inherent local authority to enforce federal immigration laws
but also to the permissible and/or actual scope ofMOAs under INA § 287(g). However, in many
instances this dichotomy under federal immigration law is unworkable as increasingly what
were once treated as purely civil immigration violations now also result in criminal penalties, sub-
ject to the discretion of ICE. In fact, there are at least forty-seven criminal provisions in the sec-
tions of federal immigration law.54 In addition, increasingly, ICE is relying on federal identity
theft or fraud statutes to charge noncitizens for the possession or use of false or a third party’s immi-
gration documents or social security numbers.55 Thus, while ICE is likely to simply institute
removal proceedings against most persons apprehended through collaboration with local law
enforcement, the potential applicability of a federal crime to any or most actions by the noncit-
izen is likely to conflate civil and criminal immigration enforcement to such degree as to make
the distinction untenable. The conflation of civil and criminal immigration violations also has impli-
cations for civil liberties concerns, which I explore in Part II.

D.Conflict with State Law: “Sanctuary Cities”
At the same time that localities and/or local law enforcement agencies are engaging in the

enforcement of immigration laws, other local entities, including state and city governments,
have adopted “sanctuary policies” restricting local law enforcement collaboration with ICE on
the detection and detention of unauthorized immigrants. Most of the largest cities in the United
States today have some variation of such sanctuary policies.56 In all, about forty-nine cities and
towns and about three states have some type of sanctuary law.57 Such sanctuary policies are gen-
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erally of three types: (1) they limit inquiries into a person’s immigration status (don’t ask); (2) they
limit arrests or detention for violation of immigration law (don’t enforce); and (3) they limit
provision to federal authorities of immigration status information (don’t tell).58 Localities prom-
ulgate these policies through various means, including by adopting city council resolutions,
municipal ordinances, mayoral executive orders, and police chief memoranda.59 The issues that
arise with sanctuary policies are whether they are preempted by federal immigration law, as
well as whether they are invalidated or mademoot by conflicting local policies that seek greater
local enforcement of immigration laws, including through adoption of INA § 287(g) agreements.
Several potential conflicts exist between sanctuary policies and federal law. Some suggest,

for example, that sanctuary policies violate the federal anti-harboring provision.60 The resolution
is likely to depend on the federal court that decides the issue given that circuit courts interpret
the harboring provision quite differently.61 The issue might turn on whether courts view “sanc-
tuary policies” as active concealment, as has been required by the Sixth Circuit, as opposed tomost
other circuits (the Second, the Fifth, the Eighth, and the Ninth) that include in the definition of
harboring the provision of services and the mere omission to report that person to immigration
authorities.62 From a political perspective, however, such challenge is unlikely.63

Congress, however, passed two laws in 1996 explicitly to counter local sanctuary policies.64 The
first, Section 1373, mandates that “a Federal, State, or local government entity or official may
not prohibit, or in any way restrict, any government entity or official from sending to, or receiv-
ing from, [ICE] information regarding the citizenship or immigration status, lawful or unlawful,
of any individual.”65 Section 1644 includes much of the same language as Section 1373, and states
that “no State or local government entity may be prohibited, or in any way restricted, from send-
ing to or receiving from the Immigration and Naturalization Service information regarding the
immigration status, lawful or unlawful, of an alien in the United States.”66 Essentially, the broader
provision, Section 1373, prohibits a government entity or official from restricting disclosure of immi-
gration status to ICE. Section 1644 only prohibits the proscription as applied to government
entities. In 1999, the Second Circuit decided the only case to date that assesses the application of
these provisions to sanctuary policies (City of New York v. United States).67 In that case, the Giu-
liani administration sought to enjoin the 1996 laws, arguing that these laws violated the Tenth
Amendment because they forced NewYork City to collaborate with federal immigration enforce-
ment and the Guarantee Clause of the Constitution by interfering with the city’s chosen form of
government.68 The Second Circuit disagreed and found that the federal provisions preempted the
city’s sanctuary policy, which proscribed voluntary cooperation with ICE by local police in
immigration enforcement.
Essentially, “don’t tell” sanctuary policies are vulnerable to preemption challenges in light of

the Second Circuit opinion.69 In contrast, “don’t ask” and “don’t enforce” sanctuary policies are
not vulnerable to preemption.70 Federal prohibition of such sanctuary policies, moreover, would
run afoul of the anti-commandeering doctrine, under which the federal government could not
require that state and local officials engage in immigration law enforcement.71

Local protection against immigration enforcement by local police responds to the strong pol-
icy objective of building trust and cooperation between immigrant communities and police.72

Unfortunately, the effectiveness of the so-called sanctuary policies is weak for several reasons,
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including that violations of these policies by local police are not enforced, and that the policies
do not prevent removal of individual immigrants once they have been turned over to ICE.73

II. The Civil Liberties Pitfalls of Localized Immigration Enforcement
Localizing immigration enforcement also means that local law enforcement agencies assume

immigration enforcement powers generally available only to ICE under the INA. Indeed, in
some localities this is already happening. Local law enforcement officers are not only asking all
persons detained and/or arrested during their routine police work for their immigration sta-
tus,74 but they are, alone or in collaboration with ICE, executing immigration raids,75 or con-
ducting raids,76 road blocks,77 street sweeps, or other investigations that target noncitizens for
violations of the federal immigration laws.78 Moreover, this localized policing work is being con-
ducted with increasingly greater access to immigration databases and immigration information,
either directly or though requests to the LESC. As a result, the very same civil liberties con-
cerns over trends in federal immigration enforcement by federal agents are simply transferred to
local agents who essentially take on the role of ICE. In other words, the more local police act like
ICE agents, themore the same civil liberties concerns will plague local immigration enforcement.
These civil liberties concerns include: the transference of immigration enforcement’s Fourth
Amendment exceptionalism and flexible administrative enforcement tools to local law enforce-
ment; the increased criminalization of immigration law in the context of few privacy protec-
tions; and racial profiling.

A.Fourth Amendment Exceptionalism in Immigration Enforcement
The extremely limited application of the exclusionary remedy and the flexible application of

the consent doctrine to immigration enforcement practices risk creating a culture of aggressive
local law enforcement where abuses of power occur without judicial oversight. Essentially, the
deterrence rationale behind the exclusionary remedy is almost absent from immigration law
enforcement, given its nonapplication to nearly all immigration encounters, even when Fourth
Amendment violations have occurred. For this reason, ICE is criticized for committing many
civil rights violations in the course of immigration enforcement. Recently, ICE has been the
subject of much litigation, particularly in the way it has executed raids.79 Complaints against
ICE, for example, have included the dragnet-like and intimidating execution of warrants in peo-
ple’s homes and in the workplace, which have devastating effects on families and communi-
ties.80 In other cases, ICE has been accused of conducting forcible warrantless raids in people’s
homes, claiming they were police and aggressively interrogating all residents about their immi-
gration status.81 Still, more abuses include the racially charged nature inwhich these raids are being
executed, mostly against Latinos.
Since 1984, the United States Supreme Court precluded the Fourth Amendment’s exclusion-

ary remedy in immigration proceedings, except within the narrow “egregious violations” excep-
tion.82 Also, the exclusionary remedy does not apply to suppress the identity of the person
arrested even in criminal trials, which has allowed ICE to successfully convict immigrants for cer-
tain immigration crimes, such as re-entry. In these cases, exclusion of any unlawfully seized
evidence does not remedy the Fourth Amendment violation because the defendant’s identity is
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never suppressible as the fruit of an unlawful arrest and because the government can prove its case
simply by providing proof of a prior removal order and the defendant’s renewed presence in
the United States.83

Moreover, the application of the consent doctrine in immigration enforcement under the
most coercive circumstances increasingly defies the premise that reasonable people feel free to
walk away from law enforcement encounters. In immigration enforcement, the Fourth Amend-
ment doctrine assumes that a reasonable person is free to refuse questions of immigration agents
at immigration checkpoints.84 The same assumption applies during unannounced workplace
raids conducted by dozens of armed immigration agents, some of whom question workers while
other agents guard the exits.85

At the local level, the assumption has often applied when local police question drivers and pas-
sengers about their immigration status during traffic stops86 or roadblocks87 even when, for
instance, the encounter is prolonged when police seek information or direct assistance from
ICE on the scene. The assumption has even applied during the execution of warrants in per-
son’s homewhen the personwho has been handcuffed and detained formore than two hours was
asked, by local law enforcement this time, about her immigration status.88

As a result, immigrants targeted for immigration enforcement have had almost no protection
under the Fourth Amendment, either because the exclusionary rule has no application in removal
proceedings or because it is limited in certain criminal trials.Moreover, evenwhen the exclusionary
rule does apply in removal proceedings, no Fourth Amendment protection is offered because
most encounters are deemed nonseizures and nonsearches.
A related concern involves the transfer of ICE’s broad regulatory and enforcement powers

to local law enforcement, particularly through INA § 287(g) agreements. These transferred pow-
ers could have substantial adverse effects on privacy, especially through the increased use by
local police of immigration databases and civil warrants to conduct law enforcement. ICE’s reg-
ulatory arm reaches into employer hiring practices, university requirements (for foreign stu-
dents), the government’s distribution of public benefits, and driver’s licenses, among other areas.
The regulatory function, in turn, has caused the proliferation of databases that, in most cases,

grant ICE easy access to information about a person’s immigration status as a worker, student, or
driver.With easy access to these databases, ICE can arm itself with civil warrants even where no
particularized probable cause exists to conduct raids in private or quasi-private spaces. Similarly,
the proliferation of local ordinances that, for example, make it illegal for undocumented immi-
grants to loiter in public spaces, occupy housing, procure employment, or conduct business
transactions,89 is possibly expanding the administrative policing arm of local law enforcement
against noncitizens and could lead to the creation of immigrant databases and to the issuance of
civil warrants similar to those already available to ICE and some local law enforcement though
INA §287(g) agreements.
The immigration warrants currently available to ICE are not that different from the general

warrants that originally inspired the Fourth Amendment. The infamous general search war-
rants in early United States historywere issued by executives and legislators, without judicial inter-
vention, with neither a probable cause requirement or oath, nor a description of the particular
places to be searched and persons or things to be seized.90 Courts have upheld the constitu-
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tionality of immigration administratively issued warrants that lack particularized suspicion,
such as workplace warrants based on general reasonable belief that unauthorized workers may
be present, without having to name any particular worker.91 This is a very low threshold given that
ICE can establish a generalized reasonable suspicion of the presence of unauthorized persons in
many contexts given the spread of immigration databases. Today, immigration laws authorize the
compelled collection of information in ever-expanding databases over which persons retain no
expectation of privacy andwhich become the basis for the issuance of warrants. Moreover, these
databases, whichwere not intended to have a law enforcement purpose, often contain flawed infor-
mation such that warrants are issued with significant errors, which are also shielded from any
exclusionary remedy based on the “good faith” exception.92

One prominent example of immigration databases that provide easy access to immigration
warrants are the databases established pursuant to the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986 (“IRCA”)93 to permit employer verification of immigration documents provided to employ-
ers by their employees at the time of hiring. In 1996, Congress created the Basic Pilot Employment
Eligibility Verification Program (Basic Pilot), an electronic employment eligibility verification pro-
gramwhich permits employers tomatch employee provided immigration information against the
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (CIS) and the Social Security Administra-
tion (SSA) databases for verification.94 Basic Pilot is today known as E-Verify and contains over
444 million records in the SSA database and more than sixty million records in the DHS immi-
gration databases.95 Today, more than 69,000 employers are enrolled in E-Verify, with over four
million queries executed so far in fiscal year 2008.96

IRCA data collection, along with E-verify, provide ICE with readily accessible information
to procure warrants to execute immigration raids. In some cases, to avoid IRCA liability, employ-
ers voluntarily report to ICE discrepancies in their employee records when checked against the
CIS and SSA databases.97 As well, IRCA authorized DHS access to examine evidence of any per-
son or entity under investigation for immigration violations and to compel such participation by
subpoena.98 Essentially, ICE can compel an employer to turn over all of its IRCA-mandated
employee records, which ICE then runs through the databases. Anymismatch becomes a ground
for an administrative warrant. Both the immigration and SSA databases are notoriously inac-
curate, however. A 2004 report commissioned by DHS, for example, noted that the SSA databases
are able to verify employment eligibility in less than 50 percent of the work-authorized noncit-
izens.99 The SSA itself estimates that 17.8 million of its records contain discrepancies related to
name, date of birth, or citizenship status.100 SSA further notes that 4.8million of the approximately
46.5 million noncitizen records contained in the SSA’s database contain discrepancies.101 Also, a
government report reviewing immigration agencies’ records (the then INS and the Executive Office
of Immigration Review) found name, nationality, and case file number discrepancies, as well as
cases missing from electronic files.102

Yet another database created to facilitate the execution of immigration warrants is based on
ICE’s implementation of its absconder initiatives in 2002 to arrest persons with a removal order
who are still in the country.103 The implementation of the absconder initiatives involved several
preliminary steps. First, the government prepared the cases of immigration absconders, also
called fugitives, for entry into the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) database,104 an
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FBI-operated federal criminal database containing individuals’ criminal histories. In 1996, Con-
gress authorized the inclusion of deported “felons” records in the NCIC database to help author-
ities identify and prosecute persons for illegal re-entry.105 Until then, the long-standing policy had
been to keep immigration law enforcement information separate from that of criminal law
enforcement. Since 2001, the then INS also began including absconders’ names and informa-
tion, of whom there are more than 465,000, into the NCIC system.106

Now the NCIC database contains records of persons with civil immigration removal orders,
regardless whether they also have a criminal history. The database contains around 247,500
immigration warrants, more than half of which are for people with old removal orders, while the
rest are records of persons removed for the commission of crimes.107 The presence of these
names in the NCIC database gives local police the necessary information to make immigration
arrests during the course of routine traffic stops sincemost police vehicles are equippedwith lap-
top computers connected to the NCIC system.108

Unfortunately, much of the information that forms the basis for these fugitive warrants is
unreliable. Immigration agencies have been notorious for atrocious record-keeping and faulty data-
bases, including errors in removal order files.109 A 2003 study of immigration removal records
revealed that discrepancies in the identity and address information occurred in 7 percent of the
308 cases of immigrant files with final orders reviewed, and 11 percent of the 470 cases of aliens
from countries believed to sponsor terrorism.110

Absconder warrants are also served in people’s homes, relying on the final address recorded
in immigration files. Several other factors, however, contribute to incorrect records. First, many
of the removal orders date back for years,111 which increases the probability that persons other than
the person subject to the removal order live at the address when the warrant is finally executed.
Second, DHS relies on the addresses provided by noncomplying immigrants, who often move to
avoid immigration authorities. Third, address changes reported to immigration agencies often are
not recorded in the databases.112 As a result of these factors, the administrative warrants are
often issued on the basis of incorrect information about a person’s place of residence.
Reliance on faulty databases to issue immigrationwarrants could become a ground for a Fourth

Amendment challenge, when amotion to suppress is available. Courts, however, have not required
foolproof evidentiary reliability to substantiate probable cause andmay tolerate some degree of data-
base inaccuracy. In fact, challenges to theNCICdatabase have been upheld, despite their noted inac-
curacies.113 In addition, the good-faith exception could very well provide an exception to the
exclusionary rule.114 Finally, recent challenges by civil rights groups to the inclusion of immigra-
tion information in the NCIC databases have been dismissed for lack of standing.115

An additional concern over immigrationwarrants pertains to their indiscriminate and dragnet-
like execution. The problem with general workplace immigration warrants, for example, is pre-
cisely their undefined scope. Thus, what constitutes a reasonable execution of these warrants
remains vague but is likely to lie somewhere between consensual encounters and indiscriminate
seizures.
Consider workplace raids, during which it is not uncommon for ICE to interrogate all work-

ers about their immigration status. The INS v. Delgado precedent involving consensual encoun-
ters during workplace raids already offers ICE significant flexibility to question the workers
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and, through the questioning, to acquire reasonable suspicion of unlawful presence.116 InDelgado,
the INS moved systematically through a garment factory, asked employees to identify them-
selves, and asked the employees one to three questions about their citizenship.117 During the
interrogations, armed INS agents were stationed near the exits while other agentsmoved through-
out the factory and questioned workers at their work areas.118 The agents showed badges, had
walkie-talkies, and carried arms, though they never drew their weapons.119 Despite all these
facts, the court still considered the encounter consensual.
Usually, courts have drawn the line into nonconsensual encounters when immigration agents

specifically have targeted Latinos or personswho simply looked “foreign” formore than brief ques-
tioning.120 With absconder warrants executed in people’s homes, ICE strategic practice has been
to send several armed ICE agents to people’s homes at the crack of dawn and aggressively inter-
rogate everyone present about their immigration status and arrest those unable to provide it.121

B. The Criminalization of Immigration Law
A significant explanation for the Fourth Amendment exceptionalism in immigration enforce-

ment is early treatment by courts of immigration law as civil as opposed to criminal enforce-
ment.122 The characterization of immigration enforcement as administrative, which has allowed
more flexible law enforcement practices, however, is becoming increasingly difficult to justify. In
the last twenty years, immigration control has increasingly adopted the practices and priorities
of the criminal justice system.123 Yet, the criminal justice parallels in immigration enforcement
have not resulted in correspondingly greater constitutional protections for immigrants, at least
not in those protections that traditionally apply to criminal investigations and trials.
Professor Stephen H. Legomsky has called this trend “the asymmetric importation of the

criminal justice norms into immigration law.”124 In other words, the enforcement aspects of
criminal justice have been imported but without the bundle of procedural and substantive rights
recognized in criminal cases.125 The danger therefore is that law enforcement agencies are left with-
out a legal obligation to balance immigrants’ interests against the government’s interest to con-
trol immigration, despite the large liberty stakes involved for immigrants.
Increasingly, what were once solely civil immigration violations have been criminalized,

resulting in an unprecedented cooperation between criminal and immigration law enforcement
agencies. Congress has created a host of new immigration crimes, ranging from illegal re-entry
to the most recent attempt to criminalize mere immigration presence.126 Further, criminal pros-
ecution for immigration violations has increased rapidly. A recent study by Syracuse Univer-
sity’s Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse documented that in March 2008, of 16,298
federal criminal prosecutions recorded, more than half (9,350) were for immigration violations.127

The increase is part of DHS Operation Streamline, which seeks to deter undocumented migra-
tion through harsher criminal sanctions.128

Moreover, ICE is increasingly targeting for criminal prosecution persons who use false doc-
uments or documents belonging to third parties to procure work. An increasing number of per-
sons arrested duringworkplace raids are being criminally prosecuted and face felony charges with
a real threat of jail time for violating immigration or other United States laws related to identity
theft. In 2006, for example, the number of those criminally charged was 716 (or 16 percent of the
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total number), up from only twenty-five (or 5 percent) in 2002.129 Then, in July 2008, in an
unprecedented move, ICE criminally charged over 90 percent of the nearly 400 workers during
the largest single-site workplace raid in the history of the United States at Postville, Iowa.130

Also, at the local level, states are increasingly legislating to criminalize the aliens and those who
associate with them. States are adopting laws, for example, that duplicate federal crimes, includ-
ing in areas of human trafficking and document fraud.131 States have also passed ordinances that
impose criminal penalties on landlords who rent to undocumented immigrants or on employers
who hire undocumented workers.132

Civil immigration enforcement, moreover, has become more punitive and difficult to distin-
guish from criminal enforcement. Mandatory immigration detention, previously reserved for
the most dangerous persons, is now broadly applied in almost all removal cases.133 Indeed, immi-
gration detainees are currently the fastest growing segment of the jail population in the United
States.134 Most persons picked up in the latest wave of immigration raids have been detained,
for example. Only a few are released for humanitarian reasons or because they were eligible for
some other type of immigration relief. Those charged with any immigration crime or those with
a criminal history are not eligible, however, for bond or any other avenue of relief from detention.135

Further, even when immigrants are criminally charged rather than placed in removal pro-
ceedings, the Fourth Amendment exceptionalism that characterizes immigration enforcement
still applies. Pretextual doctrines permit prosecutors to rely on the significantlymore relaxed immi-
gration-related Fourth Amendment doctrines to justify reasonableness of searches and arrests.
Consider, for example, the workplace raids. ICE has made the detection of identity theft during
these raids a priority, such that most who are arrested are being criminally charged, rather than
put in removal proceedings.136 Still, ICE is conducting these raids, relying on its broad adminis-
trative law enforcement powers. The pretextual Fourth Amendment doctrine will likely pre-
clude a motion to suppress remedy even in the limited cases where it is available, however. In
parallel cases, where the argument has been that the administrative function is only a pretext for
criminal law enforcement, motions to suppress have not succeeded.137

InWhren v. United States, the United States Supreme Court refused to consider whether the
true motives of police officers who detained a group of young men for a traffic infraction were
to investigate them for drug possession.138 The Court’s position instead was to avoid guessing the
intent ormotivation of the law enforcement officers when acting and to approve the action as long
as the officers had “objective” Fourth Amendment grounds.139 Thus, even when many of the
workers are being criminally charged, despite the evidence that DHS is shifting policy to crim-
inalize the undocumented worker, the motion to suppress, when available, will likely fail, so
long as removal proceedings are plausible when instituted.
Pretextual claims have been successful only when the government’s stated primary purpose

cannot be justified as administrative. For example, in City of Indianapolis v. Edmond, which
involved random stops at a checkpoint to investigate drug crimes, police conceded that the
checkpoint was primarily for the detection of drugs, which the Court considered primarily a
criminal law enforcement purpose.140 Immigration enforcement, however, in the majority of
cases carries both civil and criminal penalties, and it is unclear whether that fact alonewould trig-
ger a different holding from the courts on the continued use of the administrative function to con-



duct criminal immigration enforcement.
Some of the factors that a court may consider to distinguishWhren are that, unlike traffic

enforcement, which is predominantly civil, the transformation of immigration enforcement to a
dual civil/criminal system argues for a different result. Consider the absconder initiative, for
example, which has a clear criminal law enforcement purpose. Absconders are not solely immi-
gration violators but also criminals per se, as they could face up to four years of incarceration for
failure to depart after a removal order.141 The entry of absconders’ names into the NCIC database,
moreover, indicates immigration agencies’ shift to treat absconders as criminal, rather than
solely civil immigration violators. This interrelatedness of civil/criminal sanctions in the abscon-
der initiative could distinguishWhren. Until that happens, however,Whren is controlling in
immigration enforcement and is likely to shield against motions to suppress with regard to the
enforcement of immigration law during traffic stops, in the context of home raids, or in other types
of investigative practices, whether conducted by ICE or by local law enforcement.

C.Racial Profiling
Another looming civil liberties concern of immigration law enforcement has been its racially

charged execution. Racial profiling in immigration enforcement in the form of the disproportionate
targeting of Latinos occurs in several contexts. ICE is commonly accused of racial profiling in the
execution of raids, for example. Consider the absconder initiative. When initially implemented,
the then INS specifically targeted “priority absconders,” a category that included persons with
removal orders from countries with an al Qaeda presence, namelyMuslims and Arabs. As such,
the national origin discrimination was explicit.142 The program then included persons with a
criminal history and ultimately, inMay 2006, DHS launched Operation Return to Sender, which
casts a wider net and targets all persons with preexisting removal orders.143 As such, the pro-
gram now is at least facially neutral. Its disparate targeting of Latino immigrants, however, is
documented in nearly all media stories detailing the raids.144 The disparate targeting of Latinowork-
ers is also evident in workplace raids, which primarily occur in segregated workspaces occu-
pied primarily by brown or Latino workers.145 Allegations of racial profiling, moreover, are also
present in the “driving while brown” phenomena, insofar as immigration enforcement occurs in
the context of routine traffic stops disproportionately against Latinos.146

Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s street raids in Arizona cities have also been heavily criticized for their
racially charged execution. Similar street raids conducted in Arizona by local police jointly with
immigration agents in the 1990’s, known as the “Chandler Roundup,” cost the city $400,000 as
part of a settlement of lawsuits in which plaintiffs alleged they were stopped and questioned
based exclusively on their apparentMexican descent.147 Not surprisingly, Sheriff Arpaio faces today
similar lawsuits.148 Indeed, in that litigation, allegations include Arpaio’s reliance on citizen
“tips” to single out alleged undocumented immigrants, which are often placed with biased and
racialized stereotypes of who is or is not legally in the U.S.149 The complaint also documents
indiscriminate street sweeps that target “Latinos,” and the use of private volunteers to execute
the raids.150 Finally, even consensual encounters that fall beyond the scope of Fourth Amendment
seizures do not escape racial targeting to the extent that Latinos are disproportionately targeted
for questioning about their immigration status.
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In racial profiling, too, few remedies are available, however. Courts are unlikely to consider these
challenges, at least in the context of Fourth Amendment motions to suppress. First, the Court has
directed parallel cases that have raised disproportionate law enforcement practices—such as in
the “drivingwhile black” phenomena away fromFourth Amendment challenges and into civil rights
lawsuits.151 Yet, a civil rights remedy for selective immigration enforcement is unlikely to be
available under equal protection grounds, absent a clear showing of intentionality, which evi-
dentiarily is nearly impossible to establish.152

Second, the United States Supreme Court has tolerated racial targeting in immigration enforce-
ment, at least at immigration checkpoints and as a factor in the determination of reasonable
suspicion in traffic enforcement.153 The Court has justified a degree of ethnic profiling flexibil-
ity in immigration enforcement based partly on the questionable premise that civil immigra-
tion enforcement is less intrusive of liberty interests than in the criminal context.154

In addition, in dictum the Court noted that reliance on “Mexican appearance” as a factor for
immigration law enforcement makes sense given that numerically it is largely Latinos, and pri-
marilyMexican, who comprise the undocumented population.155 The problemwith this approach
is twofold. First, ICE’s enforcement statistics reveal that there is a notable disproportionate
over-enforcement of immigration laws against Mexicans and other Latinos, even taking into
account the large number of undocumented persons from these countries.156 Second, the num-
ber of Latinos in the United States who are either citizens (by birth or naturalization) or possess
immigration authorization to be in the United States is much larger than the number of unau-
thorized Latinos. AMay 2008 press release by the United States Census Bureau puts the popu-
lation of Hispanic origin at 45million, a group still constituting the largest minority in the nation
and totaling more than four times the number of unauthorized (and uncounted) persons of His-
panic origin.157

At least the Ninth Circuit in 2000 rejected the Court’s dictum that Mexican appearance can
be a factor to establish reasonable suspicion and reasoned that the much higher Latino per-
centage of the local population now makes demographic links between Latino ethnicity and
unlawful status unreliable and that racial profiling unfairly stigmatizes.158 In addition, the Ninth
and the Third Circuits have found that stopping someone solely or partly because the driver is
of Latino appearance constitutes “egregious” conduct, such that a motion to suppress is per-
mitted in removal proceedings.159

D.Civil Liberties Recommendations for Local Immigration Law Enforcement
In light of the foregoing, I offer the following recommendations to states to improve civil lib-

erties in immigration law enforcement:
� States should exercise immigration enforcement powers only with express legislative
approval, preferably by Congress. The lack of clarity regarding inherent authority to enforce
immigration laws contributes to confusion and chaos about the nature and scope of this
authority, such that it is best if the political branches of the government make the deter-
minations. The legislative process also has the potential of providing adequate airing into
the public and public participation about the policy reasons for and against authorizing
local immigration enforcement.
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� Legislative authority should be clearly defined and monitored. As is the case of INA §
287(g) agreements, their nature and scope vary widely, with some containing a greater
degree of specificity and outlining clear priorities. Localities and law enforcement agencies
that choose to enter into such agreements for collaborationwith ICE should aim to be as spe-
cific as possible regarding priorities and should detail asmuch as possible the scope and types
of enforcement authorized. Ideally, localities should weigh the civil liberties implications
of authorizing flexible immigration enforcement functions too broadly. For example, local-
ities may wish to avoid local law enforcement collaborations in raids given the heightened
civil liberties concerns that have been raised regarding their execution by ICE. Moreover,
states should monitor and assure that the execution of the 287(g) agreements does not
exceed the scope of their terms and establish complaint mechanisms through which civil
rights groups may direct their concerns.

� Localities and/or agencies who enter into law enforcement collaboration agreements with
ICE should also adopt policies to improve civil liberties in their execution, particularly
taking into account the Fourth Amendment exceptionalism that characterizes immigra-
tion law enforcement and the particular civil liberties concerns that are implicatedwith such
enforcement. In other words, localities cannot rely on federal courts to offer the civil liberties
protections they may find desirable but can prevent violations to civil liberties by adopting
good practice policies to preempt concerns. Some of these policies could include:

• Restrict the enforcement of immigration warrants in the NCIC database, particularly
given the database inaccuracies. Localities might, for example, prioritize enforcing cases
involving only persons with a felony criminal record.

• Disallow questioning of persons regarding their immigration status without reasonable
suspicion. So-called consensual encounters involving immigration inquiries into a per-
son’s immigration status raise a host of civil liberties concerns that include judicial acqui-
escence into their voluntary nature under coercive circumstances and racial profiling.

• Do not authorize the enforcement of immigration civil warrants. These immigration
warrants are plagued with too many privacy violations, beginning from faulty databases,
to their generalized character, and relatedly to their undefined scope of enforcement.

• Disallow local enforcement participation in certain types of immigration enforcement,
including raids, when such practices have been implicated in civil rights litigation.

III. Immigrants’ Rights During Immigration Encounters
Pro-immigrant groups, when devising strategies for immigrants on what to do to protect their

civil liberties during immigration encounters, whether with ICE or local law enforcement, are
aware of the following two circumstances: (1) too many immigrants “waive” their constitutional
rights by “voluntarily” even if unwittingly cooperating with law enforcement during consen-
sual encounters; and (2) even if a violation occurs, there is almost never an effective remedy
that could offer relief for the damage caused. As a result, civil rights groups follow two principal
strategies, both of which are focused on prevention. The first is to seek to enjoin law enforcement
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from certain practices that raise civil liberties concerns through civil rights litigation. The sec-
ond is to train individual immigrants to assert their rights better during personal encounters
with law enforcement. Below, I detail the list of rights that immigrants do possess when confronting
law enforcement on immigration matters.

A.The Right to Refuse Cooperation

1. During Consensual Encounters or Nonconsensual Encounters Unrelated to Immigration

Enforcement

Immigrants should assume that most encounters, irrespective of how coercive, are consensual
and should always seek clarification about (1)whether they are being detained and (2) if so,why they
arebeingdetained. If they arenot beingdetainedor if thedetention is unrelated to an immigrationmat-
ter, then it is very likely that police are asking about their immigration statuswithout reasonable sus-
picion. For this reason, as a general rule, civil rights groups advise immigrants to remain silent during
all law enforcement encounters, under the assumption that these are consensual or that the inquiry
into a person’s immigration status exceeds the reasonable scope of the seizure.
Importantly, then, immigrants have a right not to cooperate with law enforcement by divulging

their immigration status or providing identification in the absence of reasonable suspicion. Some
have suggested that foreign nationals must produce immigration documents when requested
in the course of consensual encounters and in the absence of individualized suspicion.160 This argu-
ment is based on the fact that all foreign nationals over the age of 14, except temporary immigrants,
must register with immigration agencies and be fingerprinted if they have been in the countrymore
than 30 days.161 Failure to register constitutes a misdemeanor offense, punishable by a $100 fine,
30 days maximum jail time, or both.162 Yet, in the absence of individualized suspicion, com-
pelling identification would violate Fourth Amendment principles. In Hiibel v. Sixth Judicial
District Court of Nevada,163 the United States Supreme Court upheld a Nevada statute that com-
pelled having to identify oneself to the police but only when the police had reasonable suspicion
for the stop. In contrast, consensual encounters have always presumed voluntariness, and, in
fact, refusal to cooperate cannot then become the basis for reasonable suspicion.164

2. During Nonconsensual Encounters Related to Immigration Enforcement

a. Workplace Raids

If ICE is executing a generalized immigration warrant and the person encountered or
seized is not named in thewarrant, then that person too has a right to remain silent and to refuse
to cooperate. Here, too, refusal to cooperate cannot become the basis for reasonable suspicion,
and persons over whom no legal justification to detain them exists should be allowed to leave.
Moreover, it is not entirely clear that law enforcement can compel disclosure of identity under
the warrant of persons not named in the warrant for purposes of locating the persons actually
named in thewarrant. Law enforcement could argue that finding theworkers named in thewar-
rant requires engagement of all workers in brief questioning and that such questioning could
potentially be permitted if done in an indiscriminate fashion. The legality of such approach,
provided the validity of the warrant is upheld, is still being decided in current litigation against
ICE.
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b. Home Raids

Often, immigration raids in people’s homes are under the absconder program. As such, the
immigration warrant being executed is against a person or persons with prior removal orders.
Immigrants have a right to see a copy of the warrant before opening the door to their homes
and to refuse to answer the door if the person/s listed in the warrant does not live in the
house or is not present at the time. Several questions arise here. The first question involves the
constitutional “know and announce” requirement before the execution of warrants.165With crim-
inal warrants, the knock-and-announce requirement only requires law enforcement to wait a
reasonable time for occupants to respond to their knock, after which law enforcementmay enter
by force.166 In contrast, ICE’s administrative warrants do not require immigrants to answer the
door or allow entry.167

If the person named in the warrant is present in the home, then during the execution of the
warrant immigrants who are not named in the warrant, like the workers during a workplace
raid, have a right to refuse cooperation. Again, it is unclear, however, if ICE can compel that those
present disclose their identity unless it is necessary to identify the person named in the war-
rant. Once that person has been identified, law enforcement’s justification for compelling the
identity and/or immigration status of the rest of the persons present is questionable.

B. The Right against Self-Incrimination and to an AttorneyWhile in Custody
TheMiranda warnings required in criminal proceedings are not required in removal pro-

ceedings, and the absence of a warning does not preclude use of the statement in removal pro-
ceedings.168 However, immigration regulations provide that a foreign national shall be advised of
the reason for his arrest, informed of his right to be represented by counsel of his own choice at
no expense to the government, providedwith a list of available free legal services, and advised that
any statement he makes may be used against him.169 Thus, unlike defendants in a criminal trial,
immigrants in removal proceedings or facing civil immigration charges do not have a right to an
attorney provided by the state, but they do possess a statutory right to counsel at their own
expense.170 By requesting an attorney, foreign nationals in custody foreclose further questioning
by law enforcement and law enforcement should offer the foreign national the opportunity to call
his or her attorney.171

Motions to suppress are also available to immigrants when law enforcement has procured
the statements illegally through coercion.172 In such a case, quite apart from the benefit of deter-
ring official lawlessness, the statement will be suppressed simply because of the dubiousness
of its probative value.

IV. Conclusion
The civil rights costs of local immigration enforcement can be high and localities should duly

weigh these costs when deciding how and whether to enforce federal immigration laws.
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